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Gas Patio Heaters
Installation Instructions
Glass Top Assembly Instructions
1. The glass top for the patio heater comes flat
packed wrapped in cardboard and paper within the
patio heater out box. Remove the package carefully
and place in flat surface.

10. Top glass section. This is a two-person job. Place
the black metal connectors onto the smaller top
glass panel, carefully move these above the upright
glass panels and place the connector slots above
the upright glass panels. Slide connectors and top
panel down together, work together with your
assistant to ensure connectors stay in place, are not
forced, and all slots align with the glass panels.

2. CAREFULLY unwrap the glass package.
3. Locate the 4 black powder coated fittings
that connect the vertical glass panels and top
glass panels together. These have slots that allow
movement such as expansion and contraction.
4. Move the patio heater to where it will principally
be positioned. This should be on a firm flat surface.
Use the two handles provided to gain additional
purchase, fixing slots are located under the square
collar (see note 5).

11. When moving the heater on anything but smooth
level flooring Masons recommends the horizontal
glass top is removed (once heater is cool), together
with the gas bottle. This avoids the possibility of the
top panel falling during movement of the heater.

5. Position and place any white pebbles, logs or
glow fame embers ensuring there is a pathway
for the flame to travel upwards with minimal
interference.

NB. The gas regulator has been changed to a NZ
standard LPG gas regulator at the correct pressure
for this appliance. The anti-tilt/tip over switch has
been removed as no NZ compatible alternative
was available. Kratki patio heaters are very stable
especially when the gas bottle is installed in the base.

6. Remove the square collar from the top of the
heater base, this is a gravity fit no tools required.
7. Glass clamps, the glass clamps are held in place
by 2 screws, these may be loosened slightly to assist
placing of the glass panels correctly then gently re
tightened. Use the correct size Allen key. Do not
over loosen or lose the screws, or over tighten the
screws one once the glass is in place.

Store in a sheltered place and ALWAYS turn off
the gas bottle when not in use.
Check regularly for leaks as with any LPG
appliance using dilute soapy water in a spray bottle
or similar.

8. Place the taller section of glass panels into the
glass clamps pressing gently and firmly. Repeat for
remaining panels. Align panels so tops are the same
height, horizontal and line up neatly at the edges.
Re tighten glass clamp screws if you have loosened
them, do not over tighten.

Masons offer a 12 months return to base warranty
on manufacturing and components. To make
a warranty claim, or to enquire about spare or
replacement parts contact the reseller you bought the
heater from or Masons with your proof for purchase.

9. Replace square metal collar over the glass panels,
ease this on. If it jams on the glass, remove it and
gently reposition the glass panels. Slide the collar
over the glass sand place on the heater base.

These gas patio heaters are Kratki heaters and distributed by Masons

Call your Masons Rep for further information
South Island: Riki 021 786 898

S & E Auckland, Coromandel & Wellington: Josh 021 929 070

Central North Island, Tauranga & BOP: Arthur 021 772 925

W. & N Auckland & Northland: Jacqueline 021 414 100

masons.nz 0800 522 533
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Masons recommends the patio heater should
be checked annually by a gas fitter as is standard
advice for all gas appliances in NZ to ensure
optimum performance and safety.

